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1I. Introduction
The problem of managing muJtiple use of our marine resources
is becoming increasingly important. One of the more well known
and .potentiallY very important for the New England area has come
about as a result of the possible existence of exploitable quan-
tities of offshore oil and gas in areas which coincide with the
traditionally important fishing grounds on Georges Bank. Exper-
ience in the Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea indicates that sev-
eral potential conflicts may arise and not lend themselves to an
easy solution.
One of the areas of major concern is the possible int~raction
of fishing operations, e.g., bottom trawling and scallop dredgi~,
with submarine pipelines. This has been recognized as a problem
in the Gulf of Mexico area as evidenced by OCS Order No.9, part
of which reads, HAll pipelines shall be installed and maintained
to be compatible with trawling operations and other uses. u29
The major problem can be described as damage to pipelines
and/or fishing gear which result in economic costs to the fisher-
man (mainly replacement or repair costs and 'lost fishing time),
to the oil industry (mainly pipeline repair costs, and costs of
petroleum losses and cleanup efforts if'a leak or rupture occurs),
and to society at large (mainly the environmental damages fro~ a
spill, which ~3Y or may not translAte into economic losses, dep e~­
di~g on where it occurs). Experience in the North Sea and Gulf
of ~exico and In various studies hns indicated that there ure
2many mechanisms by which the above Josses may occur, including
not on1y the impact and/or hooking of fishing e:;ear on pipelines,
but a1so by interactions with the heavy anchors used in shippl nS
4
and by vessels engaged in offshore construction.
Virtually all offshore oil and all gas from the U.S. OCS is
transported to shore via pipe1ine. 15 For the Georges Bank case,
a find of about i - 1 billion barrels of oil would justify a
pipeline as the preferred mode of transportation for oil (vs.
'°.11 1tanker). These quantities are well within the latest estimated
range for the Georges Bank area.
In light of the perceived problems, a number of alternatives
involVing different reco~endations for multiple use management
have been suggested. They range from a continuation of current
practice to prohibiting oil development entirely, the latter not
uncommonly advocated by many fishing and environmental interests.
When instituting regulations relating to the design and in-
stallation of pipelines, society as a whole would benefit most if
due consideration were given to all of the costs involved. That
is, those due to the pipeline installation itself as well as po-
tential environmental costs and potential costs which might be
incurred by the fishins industry. Among the alternatives it is
seldom obv10us which would be best if the objectivc ~ere to min-
imize society's total cost.
econccics associated with the options which ~1ght ~~ ~ re~ to
transport 011 t' rora GCOl't':cs Bank ,
b j ec t.i v o Ln ml nd '..""'.'.c n'.1aJ v s I s s hou l d bt~ us eful i n ~: L'l t c ofo ~. '- , ~ .~.. oJ
J
several sources of uncertainty. Major so~rces of unce~talnty In-
clude the locations of petrole~m reserves, the Jocatlor.s of spaw~-
ing areas, and the future chane~s to be expected in fishing USB~0.
I
on Georges Ba~~. In addition, estimates of potentiaJ spill im-
pacts must be based on data which may be questionably applicabJe.
The most careful analyses, e.g., that of stewart,24 use historic
data from the Gulf of ~exlco, which differs in many ways, inclu-
ding fishing usage (fcrcigri and domestic), water depths, weather
conditions, and at least partly in the technology which will be
used by the oil industry.
The paper is developed as follows. First, ~1e summarize
background information on the existing usage of Georges Bank ty
•
fishermen and those offshore areas of greatest interest to the
oil industry. This should allow some assumptions as to likely
pipeline routes and hence where high risk of interaction may be
expected. From this, a consideration of various alternatives
of transportation to shore and their relative costs (and bene-
fits) should allow one to get a handle, apprOXimate as it may
be, on which might be best for society as a whole in terms of
least total cost. Finally, brief mention will be made of the
regulatory setting in which the multiple resource use issues
raised here would be considered.
II. Petroleum and Fishing ,Interests on Georges Bank
'The tracts of offshore areas nominated for ]easing by the
oil industry are indicated on map #1. 22 In general, the areas
rnRy be characterized by depths of 150 to JOO feet, sandy bottom
sediments, and frequently rugged ...ea thez- conditions, especially
in the winter. The 'areas of highest l~terest are o~ the order
of 100 miles 'or more offshore.
Several factors must be considered when optimizing the pri-
, .
vate cost of a pipeline installation. The major factors include
orthogonality to currents and wave direction, rates of change in
bottom contour so as not to exceed the maximum allowable bend in
the pipe, and avoiding "soft spo t s " and areas of probabJ e scour
to prevent pipeline instability.1? For purposes of this analysis,
ho,~ever, t~e least cost alternative (in terms of real installation
costs only) will be assumed to be a direct route to the shore
terminal, wr.ich most likely would be sited in the southeast New '
6 831Eng l and area in or near Rhode Island. ' J This assumption mayor
may not be correct, but is not critical since the focus here is
on use of the offshore areas. For our purposes we are interested
1n encompassing the range ~f conditions that apply off~hore and
li~ely would be obtained for the most likely onshore facility
location.
'.:.'he done s t i c fishir~g usage of the area - (map }2) n ·.cludes
such irtnortnr,t species as cod, hnddo ck , yellowtA.l1 ar.d blnckb:1cl~
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8to harvest. The f1sh1ug gear used wh1ch most affects the r1sk of
1uteract1ou w1th submar1ue p1pe11ues 1s l1sted 1u table 1.
Fore1g~ f1sh1ng act1v1ty is of part1cular interest 1~ v1e~
of the size and power of foreign fishing vessels aud the1r gear
(see table 1). However, it is unclear at present how 1mportant
foreign fishing 1s likely to be in the future, particularly 1n
view of extended jurisdiction. Delineation of areas of·fore1gn
fishing activity 1s showy! on map #3.
9Table 1 - Fishing vessels and gear used on Georges Bank 22
Domestic fishingl vessels - 65-100', 300-700 RP
doors - rectangular, up to 8'x12'
frequently 1200 Jb each
scaJJop dredges _·up to 16' wide
up to 1~ tons each
frequently towed two
at a time
Foreign fishing, vessels - up to 400', 3000+ P.P
doors - up to 2i tons each
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III. Alter~ate P1pe11~e Protect10~ Schemes
Several alternat1ve pipeli~e protectio~ schemes might be
used, arld the best o~e i~ terms of mi~imum total cost i~ any
give~ situatio~ is ~ot at all appare~t. Co~sideratio~s which
must be kept i~ mi~d i~clude technical feasibility, ~ffective~ess,
The technical feasibility of a particular scheme i~cludes
limitatio~s of soil conditio~s (for burial), sea state arld water
depth (lay and/or burial equfpmen t ) , etc. Effec ti veness refers
to the scheme's ability to reduce the freque~cy of i~teractio~s
and/or the severity of damages resulti~g. Differe~ces in costs
amo~g the alter~atives are most i~flue~ced by pipe diameter,
depth of burial arld charlges in soil type (if buried), arld the
depth of water - all carl sig~ificantlY affect the major cost
eleme~ts of one or more of the alter~atives. Each of the major
alter~atives is discussed briefly belowl
1) Normal burial. A ~ormal burial is co~sidered to be a li~e
which has been tre~ched11 (see figure 1). Curre~t practice i~ the
North Sea for such an operation involves the layi~g of the pipe
on the sea bottom, a~d then tre~chi~g wit~ a bury barge. The
tre~chi~g is ge~erally done i~ the season (April to October) fol-
lowi~g the layi~g operation due to weather limitations, availa-
bility of equipme~t. 8rld the time requireme~ts of laying. The
tre~chi~g operation i~volves the use of a high pressure water jet
which displaces the soil u~der the 'laid line. 26 A time lag be-
tween layi~g and trenching of about o~e year may not be able to
\)EYTH OF
COVER
~O;~XCAVATIO"
Fl GUR~ \ - \~ENC.\·HN~
11
SHAPE.D ARMoRED SECflmJ. ENGlNEEREt) BAC.KFILL
F\GURE '2-
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be elimi~ated si~ce pipeli~e owners, as a matter of procedure,
ordinarily like to have a diver inspe9t a recently laid line for
damages. 20 No backfill is usually provided - a natural backfill
provided by the action of bottom currents or surface wave action
can be expected to provide about as much fill as its going to
in ar!other year or so.11,21,26
One of the major questions which may be asked here is the
effectiveness of a given depth of burial, especiallY on Georges
Barlk where the soil type of essentially the total area is sand. 22
With a soil of low shear strength, such as sand, it is highly
likely that the depth of cover over a pipeline will charlge with
time. This is primarily due to storm wave arld/or bottom current
erosion.* In some areas this can result in a condition known
as I\:;paru!ing". ** It car! also be caused by the phenomenon of
* Tidal currents of up to two knots have been measpred on Georges
Bar~. The mobility of bottom sands shown by deepening of sand
levels around the legs of Texas Towers led to their abarldon-
ment and salvage in 1964. 28
** Spanning is a condition whereby a section of pipeline is a dis-
tance above the sea bottom. It is caused by scour around the
pipe or by flow conditions which produce "sand waves. H Spans
over 100' in length and J' in height are not uncommon in the North
Sea. 9 In addition, at a given current velocity arld sparl length,
the pipeline may become resonant and subject to a condition known
as "vor t ex shedding, II during which any of the concrete coata ng s
now in use cannot be expected to remain intact. 5,14,22
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Hfloatation, "*wherein a pipeline will "float" to the water-sedi-
ment interface, or by the time lag between the digging of the
trench and the placement of the pipe in the bottom of it - i.e"
the stiffness of the pipe only allows a gradual lowering, so that
final placement of the pipe in the trench bottom may occur on the
order of· two hours (for a 6' trench) after the trench digging
device has passed, thus allowing partial filling in ~f the trench.9
The major considerations governing the amount of burial ne-
cessary to reduce the possibility of interaction with anchors and
trawl doors to a very small amount are the depth of soil instabil-
ity during storm conditions, long term soil erosion caused by
,
currents, and the depth of penetration of anchors and trawl doors
which are apt to be used in the area. 4 .
Though there is always a possibility that a pipeline will
become uncovered at some time, the likelihood of its doing so
diminishes with depth of burial. Henc~ a very deep burial, on
the order of perhaps five to six feet of cover, could be consi-
dered a separate oil trarLsportation protection alternative.
In very deep water, i,e., over about 200 feet,4 it is un-
likely that dragging anchors from ships under emergency condi-
tions, even those in a shipping lane such as the Great South Chan-
* Flotation may occur when a pipeline is buried in soft sediments,
or the trench in which it is buried is left to fill up by nat-
ural sedimentation. A combination of very low shear strength
and higher density of sediment relative to that of the pipeline
can result in the pipeline literally floating to the water-sed-
iment interface. 1?
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nel (see maps), will be a problem. This is due to the limiting
length of ar!chor line ar!d/or the ineffectiveness of using an
anchor to stop a ship in a short distance. Depths in the Great
South Channel shipping lane are about 200 feet. Hence, the use
of anchors is a possibility, and its risk should be considered.
2) Burial plus mechanical backfill. One may envision instances
wherein fishing gear, especiallY trawl doors, may become wedged
betwwen the pipe and the side of the trench, although this type
of situation probably would arise only for particular angles of
incidence of the towed gear to the pipeline's direction. A mech-
anical backfill would reduce the risk of this interaction. This
protection system also reduces the possibility of the same type
interaction with anchors and the probability of the previously
mentioned floatation problem. 17
If the qackfilling procedure must necessarily be a separate
operation arid a time lag betwwen it ar!d the trenching operation
must also be on the order of a year, then a complete or nearly
complete natural backfill will have taken place. However, the
problem .of floatation will not have been avoided. If a system
could be engineered whereby the trenching arid backfilling could
be accomplished in the same pass, then a mecManical backfill may
show its cost effectiveness over that of a simple trenching oper-
ation for two reasons. First, the floatation problem will have
been avoided as much as possible, and secondly, the risk due to
exposure between the laying and natural filling process will be
elimi~ated. From descriptions of some of the recently designed
burial equipment, this capability may not be too long in coming. 14
1~
J) Armored coating systems. Coatings have been developed that are
better and more impact-resistant than . the commonly-used concrete
coatings. They are in use on some North Sea pipelines laid in
areas of high fishing activity where burial was determined to be
excessively costlY or impossible. 4,14 A coating protection, of
course, does not avoid the interactions, but lessens the damage
to the pipeline which may result from gear impact, 7, 14,* ar!d reduces
the associated risk of spills. In the case of a higher quality
concrete, with or without extra steel reinforcing, the risk of
fishing gear damage would not be affected, but other protections
which char!ge the shape of the obstruction would affect the fishing
gear damage probability. Two technicallY acceptable methods have
been used to effect this result.
Both the" shaped armored section and the engineered backfill
(see figure 2) have the objective of causing an approaching an-
chor (or trawl door) toUwalk u (deflect) over the pipeline with-
out damage, while at the same time affording better stability to
the pipeline in its environment. 4 However, the economies of con-
crete application in a shaped section are such that some 50 to
100% additional fabricating expense, plus large additional ex-
pense in reworking a lay barge to accept the sections, car! be
anticipated. The additional weight of the concrete, which is
* A steel cage-type reinforcement used within a dense concrete
coating has been sho~~ to have better impact and fatigue (from
repeated impacts) properties. The additional cost of such
reinforcement over a normal coating of wire mesh .plus concrete
14
seems to be justified only in heavily fished arens.
,
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critical, may also impose too great a limitation on the water
depth capability of the lay barge. 4
Engineered backfill is used in comparatively shallow water
Br!d is very expensive. At present the technical capability of
applying an engineered backfill is probably not within state-of-
the-art for the depths encountered on Georges Barlk. 4
4) Rerouting around high risk areas. Another alternative would
be to displace the pipeline to an area outside the high risk
areas. This alternative involves several kinds of additional
capital and operating costs. Taken to an extreme of increased
distance, the requirement of an additional pumping/compressor
intermediate station could be included. To provide some insight
into the issues involved, four hypothetical routes will be consi-
dered here. All have one or more objectives (minimizing a par-
ticular type 'of cost(s)) in its path selection (see maps).
The objectives of the routes area
1) minimum distarlce (base case)
2) avoid very high intensity domestic fishing areas
3) avoid very high and high intensity domestic fish-
ing areas
4) avoid very high intensity' domestic fishing areas
and minimize (subjectivel~) the mileage in areas
of intense foreign fishing activity
While clearly other objectives are possible, these four cover
the major rerouting options that could be expected.
5) Establishment of an exclusion area around the pipeline. Uuder
this alternative, fishing activity would be prohibited in a barld
around the pipeline. Arl effective exclusion ZOue on either side
of the pipeline would avoid interact10us from fish1ng operat10os
17
and Br!chors (other than perhaps some emergency usage in some
areas). The width of zone often mentioned is 500 meters on each
side of the pipeline,5,2J which is probably about the distance
a fisherman would stay clear to be reasonably assured of avoiding
the Pipeline. 2 Excluding fishing in the area may not be easily
effected, however, especially with offshore fishermen, who al-
most by definition are a risky lot. If a fisherman feels he can
cleverly maneuver his vessel close to a pipeline Br!d consistently
increase his catch,* he may find it to his advBr!tage to do so even
at the risk of occasionally fouling his gear. In economic terms,
he will be balancing his marginal expected gains against his mar-
ginal expected costs.**
* Some increase in catch rates when fishing near pipelines has
been no ted 'i n the North Sea. 14 ~his could be due to some her-
ding effect brou~ht ori by the operation of the fishing gear
or temporary concentration increases present due to the pipe-
line itself.
** As a hypothetical example, assume there is a 10% chance/day of
fouling one's gear by fishing up to 100 feet instead of 500
meters of the pipeline location. In addi tior!, there is approx-
imately equal probability that Br! accident will be a serious
(costing $4000) or a minor (costing $200) incident. Hence, the
expected costs associated with observing a lOa' zone would bel
EV(100') = .90 (0) + .05 (4000) + .05 (200) = $210/day
Now, unless the expected gains from increased catches are
greater than $210/day, a "rational" fisherman would not fish
as close as 100 feet.
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The availability of compensation for possible damages to
fishing gear should influence the behavior of fishermen. As long
as no compensation 1s guaranteed and there seems to be more than
just a little chance that his gear can be lost, an exclusion zone
may not be necessary.
6) Tankers vs. pipeline. One may also be willing to forego the
use of a pipeline altogether and instead accept the increased
cost associated with transportation by tanker, plus increased
spill probabilities, etc., in return for the benefits expected
from no pipeline in high risk areas. Id~ally, one could represent
this alternative in the form of a graph such as that of figure 3·.
The size find where a pipeline trar!sportation system would be-
come favored over the use of tankers would be the intersection
of the two cost curves. Whether this switchover to pipeline use
would occur at a higher or lower size find when the additional
external costs to the fishing industry and other competing usage,
onshore impacts, etc., are considered, depends on the relative
external costs associated with each alternative. If the addi-
tional costs associated with a pipeline are higher than those for
tar!ker usage, then the changeover to pipeli~e use would occur at
a higher size find (Q2 vs. Ql in figure 3).
Since accurate figures on the rar!g~ of external costs that
would need to be considered to estimate the relations in figure J
are unavailable ar!d extremely difficult to estimate, no attempt
will be made to compare this alternative with the others consi-
dered.
7) Coobinatioris. A final alternative involves some combination
TOTAL.
TRANS pO~TAiION
COSTS
19
SIc! Ftf'oJO
Figure J - Total trar!sportation costs vs. size find
for a 'tanker and a p Lp eLfne t.r-anspo r-tatf or, mode
a hypothetical external costs associated with pipeline usage
b hypothetical external costs associated with tarlker usage
..
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of the other individual schemes, arId minimizes some costs in
only certain areas along a hypothetical route. Four possibilities
encompassing variatio~s of the major optio~s are;considered here.
They are.
1) bury the line in only the areas of very high domestic
fishing usage
2) #1 plus an exclusion zone for the areas of high, medium,
arId low intensity domestic fishing
J) bury the line in only the areas of very high arId high
intensity domestic fishing
4) #J plus an exclusion zone for the areas of medium and
low intensity domestic fishing
21
IV. Costs of pipeli~e altern~tives to the oil i~dustry
To quantify differences in costs among the alternatives des-
cribed above, a comparison will be made between the additional
costs of each alternative over that of the least expensive system
which will adequately do the job in the absence of other uses of
the area. Almost ar!y base case installation could be used si~ce
o~ly the differences must be considered.
Here the base case pipeline is take~ to be a common carrier
oil line* which extends from block NK 19 - 12 358 (see route #1
on map #2), which is a central point in the largest area of high-
est oil industry interest, in a direct line to a point 3 miles
south of the islar!d of Martha's Vineyard (to keep the pipeline
under federal jurisdiction). The most probable pipe diameter
would be about 16" - this assumes recoverable reserves of about
200 million barrels of oil and a20 year field life.**
It should be noted that all of the following calculations
and the conclusions drawn from them are only applicable to a
common carrier trunk line on Georges Bank and do not necessarily
apply to gathering or other flow lines within the field develop-
* The case of an oil pipeline will be made here since it would
have a large potential environmental costr other costs are qUite
similar for a gas pipeline
** The capacity of the pipeline in the peak year is assumed to be
10% of recoverable reserves, or 20 million bbls/yr, or 60,000
bbls/day. This requires a pipeline diameter of ~4 to 16".
22
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A summary of the approximate costs for each of the alter-
~atives is shown in table 2. The values represent a breakdown
of the various additional costs. All operating costs have been
discounted to their present value equivalents so that they may
be compared equally with capital costs. The discount rate of
five per-c en t attaches a~.larger present valuEF'to future costs
relative to initial costs thar! would a larger discount rate.
Since a large part of the oil industry costs are initial capi-
tal expenses, the results are biased to the benefit of the
fishing industry.
The last two columns of table 2 are the most Lmpo r ban t ,
They contain totals of the additional capital and operating
costs, plus a subjective assessment of the composite risk of
additional cost due to damages resulting from fishing gear and
anchor interactions. There is often a major difference in
costs that is unappreciated among the alternatives. Those al-
ternatives most costlY to the oil industry involve deep burial
and the special armored section and engineered backfill protec-
tion systems~ The exclusion zone around the base case install-
ation is the least costly. Slight alterations in routing, e.g.,
alternative route #4, or a specific combination of alter~atives,
e.g., combination #2, may be attractive since they involve com-
paratively less addi tior!al expense than most others.
The desirab1-li ty of any one system over ano t he r may depend
on the value assigned to each system's risk. For example, route
#4 avoids very high inte~sity domestic fishing areas and costs
Table 2 - Costs to the oil industry over the base case installation
aud evaluatiou of sUbjective risk($ million. 1974)
operating costs
subjective
da:nage su c ..~ ..... ~J.
capi tal cos ts maLn t , pump nro ba t ill t1 es co:::-
alternative matil s + in t , insp & sta op an- do!:.. foreiE;n to t a l posite
coating laying burial o l.a t op line & maI n t chors fishing fishing co st ~lsk
l~o :-mal burial
- -
$21a
- - -
M M N ; 21 :r:
Deeper burial (5' cover)
- -
SOb
- - -
L L L 50 r
Burial plus backfill
- -
..... 30c
- - -
M-L M-L M-L -30 n-r,
Protection systems~
$4-93high quality concrete
- - - - -
M L f·; 4-9 1':- r
shaped sec tions J4-673 lro:ge 3
- - - -
L L L )l.J.-67 L
engineered backfill
-
verYd - - - - L L L - 00 Llarge
Rerouting,
1) minimum distance
- - - - - -
H H L 0 ..
2) avoid VH domestic 1.ge $1.5f
-
$.lg $ 2.1h $ .5i H M R Col E-H
J) avoid f~ domestic 3.9 3.2 - .1 3.6 .9 H L H 11.7 i'~
4) 1avoid VH domestic
.7 .6
-
.02 .6 .2 H M L z, 1 lI.
avoid foreign
Exclusion zone - - - - - - L L 1. 0
?
~
Combinations,
1) bury v~ docestic J
- -
4.3
- - -
M-H M-H H 4.3 :.:- F!
2) ~ bury VI! dones t i c
4.3excl zone for "R. M. L
- -
4.3
- - -
L L L L
3) bury {;7 domestic
- -
10.1
- - -
M M H 10.1 E-E
4) Ibury G7 domestic
- -
10.1
- - -
L L L 10.1
exel zone for M.L T\)w
ab
c
d
e
f
g
h
favorable burJin~ conditions assume1 throughout the 198 mile
lene:th; . burial cost t:106,000/m1]c 1J
taken from diagraffi, p. 25
assumes additional backfill operatio~ to cost on the order of
half of u trenching operation
the cost of an engineered backfill is considered to be so lorge
as to be technically i~feasible - this is prio~rily due t o
lack of control of the operation in deep waterJ
basic material plus coating costs are $170,000/mile1J '
laying cost ~ $140,OOO/mile 1J
additional equipment cost to pu~p longer distances ~ t6200/~lle12
additional pipeline maintenance costs ~ ~12400/yr/mile12
1.0
-c: 12l.J.00~ = $155,000/mile for the f1rst 20 years~~l (1.05)1
1 .a dd 1 t i ona l operat1ng expenses at an
20
<' 3020~ ~---i = $ 37 , 700/ mi l eA~' (1.05)
1ntermediate pumping sta~l~q
= $3020/yr/miJe ~
for the first 20 years
j assumes 2' extra days (0 ~200,OOO/day13) for each mobilization
to separate areas for burial
~addltional cost ~ 37 ml~ x 106,000 + 400,000 = $4.3 million
k additional cost ~ (37 + 55) x 106,000 + 400,000 = '110 . 1 million
1 damage probabilities were estimated fro~ their susceptibility
to interaction for a given alternative; composite risk 1s on
average of the 3 types, with more weight given to the risk
from doz.es t tc fishing operations; besides the pipeline re-
pair costs, other potential costs include the value of oi1
los t &: c leunup expenses; the cos t of r€pai r may run S€'V':;:r~ 1
million dollars, as could the value of oil lost & c Leanu»
but an e xp ec t ed value of t he cost is not accurately es":1:"'1-
h]e 1..1 thout an e xt e ns i ve E'~l·.' nr·nlicnble data base to pre-
dict un eA~ected f~equency of Qccurrpnce
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Figure 4 - Burial cost as a function o~ burial depth5,1)
less but has higher risk tharJ combination #2, which buries the
line through the same category of fishing area.
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v. Costs of pipeli~e alternative to the domestic
fishi~g i~dustry a~d the rest of society
Many factors will i~flue~ce the impact of any pipeli~e
i~stailatio~ o~ the fishi~g i~dustry and the rest of society.
As me~tio~ed previously, quantifying these impacts is a major
problem. However, a discussio~ of the more importar!t factors
is useful i~ that it provides insight i~to their pote~tial and
probable importance.
Likely result of arl i~teractio~ of fishi~g gear with a pipeli~e.
Depe~ding o~ the specific type of gear used (see table 1), the
ve"ssel's horsepower and towirlg speed, the ar!gle of Lnc rdenc e to
arld exposure of the pipeli~e, arld the pipeli~e's previous his-
tory of i~teractlo~s, a ~umber of types of damage to the pipeli~e
and the fishi~g gear may result. Damages to the pipeli~e l~clude
cracki~g arld spalli~g off of the coati~g, de~ti~g the pipe, ar!d
leaks or ruptures. The eco~omic damages as a result of a spill
on Georges Bar!k are extremely speculative, ra~gi~g from the i~­
dustry-bor~ clea~up costs (see table J) to the additio~al possi-
ble social costs associated with biological.impacts and variou~
o~shore effects, i~cludi~g property damages, reductio~ i~ property
values, adverse effects o~ tourism and recreational opportu~it1es
for the reslde~t populatio~. arId aesthetic degradatio~.
A look at the past record of pipeli~e spills (see table 4)
shows only one very large spill of 7 mll11o~ gallons i~ the l~st
10 years. All other pipeline spills have ~een co~slderably
smaller. In nddition, even n very large spill only covers R very
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small perce~tage of the total G~orges Bank area.* I~ view of the
lack of highly aggregated populatio~s or spawr!i~g grou~ds local
to the route alter~atives co~sidered here,22 the writer feels
that an offshore spill probablY should ~ot be a large cost fac-
tor in terms of yearly expected value to fishi~g operatio~s.
The pote~tial cost to society of clea~up of a large offshore
spill should be more sig~ifica~t, however. This cost would be
borr! by the oil i~dustry, but i~directlY bor~ by society. This
would come in the form of lower bids for tracts in the future
in ar!ticipatio~ of having to pay for spill cleanup costs which
may occur.
A summary of cost estimates of various cleanup methods can
be found in table J. The rar!ge of possible costs for a given
spill size is not large, but the cost differences between sizes
of spill can cover several orders of magnitude. The value for
potential cost which should be used here is difficult to esti-
* A 1 million gallon spill would cover about J mi 2 after 12 hours
and about 10 mi 2 after 4 days. Only about 1% 0f the larvae of
the species with relatively concentrated · spawni ~g periods arid
grounds might come ir! contac t wi th the spill. Toxic effects
predominate in only about the first 4 days. In this period the
spills movement can be expected to cover about 400 mi 2, or about
3% of the Georges Bank area. To find the actual area covered,
this figure would have to be reduced to account for repetitio~
of the same area due to repeated tidal excursions. Thus, t~e
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effect on succeeding generations is unlikely to be noticable.
·.
Table 3 - Cost estimates for oil spill cleanup offshore15
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"small" spill "large" spill
(100,000 gal.) (10 million gal.)b
method directa canitalb direct capital
Chem. dispersion 80,000 51,600 6,200,000 862,500
Absorption (straw) 11J,OOO 79,JOO(579,;00) . 8,625,000 1,405,000(6,405,000)
Sinking 64,900 56,600 4,505,000 1,J85,000
Combustion 82,200 49,500 6,17i,000 675,000
a for a specific spill including material and operating eXpenses
b initial equipment and warehouse costs; number in parentheses includes
equipment to collect spent materials
Table 4 - Spills over 1000 barrels from pipelines in OCS~4
(1964-74)
Gulf of Nexico Amount
Date Area, Block No. (gals. ) Cause
10-15-67 West Delta, 7J 6,746,8J8 Anchor dragging
J-12-68 SOU th Timbalier, 1Jl 252,000 Anchor dragging
2-11-69 Nain Pass, 299 J16,J44 Leak
5-12-7J West Delta, 7) 210,000 Leak, corrosion
8-2-7) Avco "C" South Pass, 60 4),000 Leak
4-17-74 Eugene Island, )17 8)2,986 Anchor dragging
9-9-74 Main Pass, 7) 92,946 Hurricane
--
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mate, but probably should be on the order of $1 million.
~he most significant costs to society from a spill will
more likely come in a nearshore area where the chance of com-
ing ashore is greater and the time to get there shorter. In
the present case, the most likely sites for onshore impact are
Cape Cod and Long ISland,6 which are all . highly dependent upon
tourism and recreational uses of the coastal zone. Social
costs generated by a spill here could be comparable to those
of the Santa Barbara spill, which were estimated in 1969 at
several million dollars over and above that of the $10.6 mil-
lion cost to Union Oil company.19
Hence, considerably more weight should be placed on mea-
sures to avoid spills in areas of high fishing activity in
nearshore areas, e.g., the high intensity fishing areas just
south of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket Islands (see map #2).
Although foreign fishing has been important in recent
years. the potential risk to pipelines associated with foreign
fishing activity in the future is uncertain. Should an inci-
dent occur. it seems highly likely that the resulting damages
would be serious, considering the size of the fishing gear and
the power of the vessels (see table 1) •. Map #3 is an estimate
of the areas of foreign fishing activity. Regulations prohi-
bit bottom trawling in some parts of Georges Bar!k. With the
implementation of extended jurisdiction, this may be more
easily effected in the future. However, even though the fre-
quency of incidence may be very low, serious consideration is
justified by a high percentage of incidents which will proba-
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bly result i~ serious damages. I~ additio~, a resulti~g spill
could raise i~ter~atio~al legal/liability issues. Possibilities
of this situation arisi~g i~ the GUlf of Mexico area was lack-
i~g si~ce ~o foreign vessels operate in the area, and he~ce the
Gulf experience offers no insight into this problem. In the
total 'a na l y s i s this factor will be carried through as an un-
quar!tified potential risk.
Studies have shown that a previous history of repeated
impacts can significantly influence a pipeline's ability to
withsta~d future impacts. 4,11 This possibility would only be
likely to occur on Georges Bank if impacts were concentrated
at specific locations, e.g., at points where a pipeli~e crossed
LORAN lines. This conditio~ depends on how the fishermen set
their towi~g tracts. From a questio~naire sent out to many
of those who fish regularly on Georges Bank, it can be said
that, i~ practice, LORAN lines, compass bearings, depth con-
tours, ar!d random towing patterns are all used by nearly all
of the fisherme~ at different times. 2 Hence, the co~clusion
may be drawn that some areas will probably be more subject to
impacts thar! others, but ~ot by much and certai~lY not by as
much as an order of magnitude.
The severity of damage to fishing gear is mai~ly deter-
mined by the type of i~teraction, i.e., impact or hooki~g the
door u~der the pipe,ll ar!d the fisherman's ability to get his
gear back, if pos s f b'l e , As long as there is M! adequate safety
factor ir! the s t.reng t h of his towing warps arid conr.ec ted gear,
it is difficult to believe apriori that a fisherman's gear
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will be lost or significantly ~amaged by an impact. The avail-
able literature suggests that hooklr~ under a spanned section
of pipeline or wedging between a pipeline and trench wall (ar!d
perhaps eventually under the pipe - see figure 1) would offer
the greatest chances of losing one's gear o This type ~f in-
teraction does not depend on the particular species sought in
bottom trawling ar4d has been noted to be the biggest problem
to the fishing industry associated with pipelines in the North
sea. 2
Assuming ar4 incident did occur, some rough calculations
will serve to indicate the approximate loss which may be in-
curred by a fishing operation. Assume the ' accident occurs
half way through a fishing trip ar4d the loss requires steaming
back to port for repairs. The approximate loss associated
with lost income, boat expenses, and opportur4ity cost for the
vessel would total $1-2000, depending on the vessel.* The
* Assume the loss occurs half way through the trip and three
days are required to steam back to port, unload fish, obtain
and install new gear, etc., The major elements of cost would
include.
opportunity cost of vessel, JtsX.15X$150,OOO
(vessel valued at $150,000. return to capital =
normal crew wages, 8 crew x $40/day x 3 days
running expenses of vessel (fuel, etc.)
= $200
15%)
= 1000
= 300
~1500
JJ
replaceme~t cost of the gear can range from $1-4000(exclusive of
the to~ring warps), depe~di~g on how much of the gear is 10st. 30
Fishi~e area precluded. One concern of fishermen is that exten-
sive offshore development may preclude fishing activity o~ sec-
tions of Georges Bar~k. While this problem may be more serious
with platforms and gathering lines, it also arises in connection
with common carrier pipelines. As noted before, how close a fish-
ermar~ will fish to a pipeline depe~ds on his estimate of the risk
involved with respect to the potential losses he might incur, the
potential gains he feels may be had by fishing closer to the pipe-
line, whether or not a compensation fund is available if his gear
is lost or damaged, ar~d whether an exclusion zo~e is established
or not.
Assuming that a~ exclusion zone of 500 meters on either side
of the pipeline is established and/or the risk/gain considera-
tions are sufficient so as to preclude fishing from the same zone,
what does this mear~ to the fishing industry in terms of lost in-
come? Although we car~not hope to derive a precise estimate, the
process is useful in indicating the considerations that apply
and the kinds of assumptions that must be used. A reasonable
estimate here depends on the productivity of the precluded area,
the availability of alternate areas, the disruption of desirable
fishing tow patterns, ar~d perhaps the effect of the pipeline's
presence on catch rates in adjace~t areas.
Table 5 shows the approximate length and corresponding
area preCluded for very hi~h, high, medium, and low intensity
categories of domestic and foreign fishing for each of four
·.
Table 5 - Approximate length, area precluded, & route
objectives for 4 alternate pipeline routes
(derived from information in reference 17, plates 3 & 7)
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mileage in mileage in
total domestic grounds foreign grounds
route objective ml1eage VH H M L VH q f1 L
l(base) minimum distance 198 37 55 57 18 a 11 34 41case
2 avoid VH intensity 209 a 96 48 36 80 53 18 2)
domestic grounds
) avoid VB & H intensity 221 0 0 67 109 87 4J 28 21
domestic grounds
4 avoid VB domestic & 202 0 78 86 9 0 11 48 11
minimize mileage in
foreign grounds
J5
hypothetical pipelirte routes. Each of the al t e rna tiverou tes
has a differe~t object1ve 1~ 1ts route slect10n, as prev10usly
described o~ page 16. Ideally, o~e would like to k~ow the value
of each area i~ order to estimate its ~et worth to the fishi~g
1~dustry. The approach adopted here is based o~ available data
and makes use of art empirically derived "value coef'f'Lc f en t , II
ass1g~ed to each u~it area of each category of fish1~g i~te~-
sity i~ terms of dollars per square mile per year. To arrive
at a fi~al ~et worth for a~ area, its value coefficie~t would
be multiplied times the area i~ square miles a~d the~ summed
over the desired time span (20 years here), with art appropriate
discou~t rate. As long as ar!y other factors can be shoWYI to be
negligible or can be estimated i~dependently, this method should
offer BIt advantage in its simplicity.
In all of the cases considered here, generous est1mates,
i.e., high estimates of the costs to the fishing industry, are
used. Thus, if there is a bias to the figures, it is to the
benefit of the fishing i~dustry by figuring for the maximum
reasonable potential loss wh1ch fishermen may incur.
The procedure followed in estimating ~he value coefficients
is as follows.
1) Estimate the total poten~ial value of the Georges
Bartk f1shery resources to the domestic fishermen
in terms of perso~al i~come.
2) Next, art estimate is made of the values of 1~d1­
vidual areas based on the categor1es very high,
high, med1um, and low (VH, ~, M, L) fi~~1~g 1n-
te~sity in the Georges Bank/Nantucket Shoals area.
J) We assume the ratios of the value coeff1cients be-
tween areas of different f1sh1ng intensity 1s the
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same as the ratios of the mediar! number of days
fished in each of the different areas* as drawn
up by Olsen and ·Sa i l a . 22 Thus, if the med Lan
number of days fished in two different areas is
200 and 100, the value coefficients shOUld also
be in the ratio of 211.
4) Finally, the value found in step one is set equal
to the sum of the products of the areas of a
particular intensity times the value coefficient
assigned to that area, i.e., ·
where 1 V = total potential in-
come value to fish-
e rmen
o(i = value coefficient fori-level fishing in-
tensity area
Ai = total area of i-levelfishing intensity
i = 'f i s hi r!g inter!si tylevels, VH, H, M, L
A simple method was used to estimate the total potential
income in step one. A maximum sus tat nabj.e yield (MSY) of 420,000
metric tons for the Georges Bar!k area has been estimated to have
a gross value of $142 million (1974 dollars)22 - this corres-
ponds to about 8~/lb. Typically about half, or $71 million, is
the payment to labor, and the rest is boat expenses, including
a return on investment. In the calculatio~s it is assumed that
there is a zero opportunity cost of the labor to society. The
social rate of return is therefore assumed to be higher than
that earT!ed by the vessel owner. In keeping with our intent of
* To account for the fact that much of the landings are low
valued species, days fished was considered to be more of ar!
indicator of value to the fisherman than total landinF,s.
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biasing the results to the benefit of the fishing industry, we
will use the maximum of $71 million as the value of Georges
Bank to the fishing industry.
The ratios of median number of days fished for the very
high, high, and ~.medium intensity areas relative to the areas
of low intensity usage are 46.4, 14.5, ar!d 5.2, respectively.
Hence, the ratios of the value coefficients between the same
areas is assumed to be 46.4, 14.5, and 5.2, respectively.
The three equations expressing these ratios, plus the
previous equation, V =~~iAi' yields four equations with four
unkno~~s which may be solved simultaneously. The solution
ar!d the actual areas of each use level (step 2) car! be found
in the Appendix.
Adjustments to coefficients based solely on the commer-
cial productivity of the area may have to be made upon con-
sideration of the assumptions behind the productivity, ar!d
also upon consideration of other factors. These are taken
up below.
The future productivity of the Georges Bar!k area clearly
depends importantly on fisheries mar!agement efforts ar!d their
effectiveness, including the management. of extended jurisdic-
tion. The effect of each is uncertain ar!d so for simplicity,
arld in keeping with our bias, the calculations which follow
are based on a maximum worth to the fishing industry - a total
MSY of 420,000 metric tons.* It is also assumed that little
* Ar! assuptlon of maximum worth based on net income should
actually be based on the maximum economic yield (~EY), in
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competition from foreign fishing for the domestically sought
species will exist.
Among the other factors which are considered, two are likely
to have minimal ir!fluer!ce, at least Ln the case of a common carr-
ier pipeline. Significar!t disruption of desirable fishing tow
patterns would tend to add to the value of a preclUded area
since it would work to lower the value , of adjacent areas to fish-
ermen. The adjacent areas are lowered in value since some of
the possible towing patterns a fisherman might want to make would
have to be altered or would not be possible. These inClude all
those patterns which might otherwise enter or, cross the precluded
pipeline zone. This would seem to be a significant factor only
in areas where a comparatively high density of gathering lines
would tend to significantlY reduce the maneuverability of gear
or the fishable area to an extent that adjacent areas are hardly
worth the trouble of setting a trawl.
It is also possible that the presence of an exposed pipe-
line may disrupt migration patterns, spawr!ing, etc., and hence
could affect catch rates in adjacent areas. However, studies
wherein obstacles were placed in such a way as to impede the
movement or activity of the fish have shown·that, in general,
only temporary delays in migration or behavior are effected by
such obstacles. 23 Hence, this effect is also considered to be
which the catch is slightly less than the M5Y. However, the
difference in catch levels is small aod the correspoudlog dif-
ference in oet worth to the fishiug iudustry eveu smaller. Renee,
for simplicity, the N5Y level will be used.
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~egligible.
Ar!other factor is the effect of ,the mobility of fish stocks
O~ co~ce~tratio~s 1~ dlffere~t areas. If fish co~ce~tratio~s
were temporarily reduced adjace~t to Br! exclusio~ zo~e by fish-
i~g, the fish withi~ the zo~e would te~d to buffer the effect,
thereby reduci~g the absolute value of precluded fishi~g i~ the
exclusio~ zo~e. This is a very sig~ifica~t factor, especially
si~ce most species are highly migratory.22 Here agai~ it is
very difficult to make a precise estimate of the effect. I~ the
i~terests of bei~g co~siste~t with the objective of determi~i~g
the maximum reaso~able value to be expected of precluded areas
to the fishi~g i~dustry, the reductio~ i~ value will be a co~­
servative 50%.*
I~ summary, the o~ly factor of sig~ifica~ce is the latter.
The fi~al coefficie~ts are 50% of those calculated by the pro-
cedure described o~ pages 35 Br!d 36. This is almost certai~ly
an upper bou~d of the value which might reasonably be assumed
for the expected costs to the fishi~g i~dustry as a result of the
impleme~tatio~ of Br! exclusion zone. He~ce, the adjusted value
coefficie~ts to be used i~ the analysis are· $4650, 1450, 520, ahd
100/m1 2/year for the very h!gh, ' h i g~ , medium, a~d low inte~sity
domestic fishi~g areas.
* If future fishi~g is beyo~d the ~SY, as it has i~ the rece~t
past, it could be 1magi~ed that a~ exclusio~ zo~e may be be~e­
ficial to f1sherme~ 1~ the lo~g ru~ by argu1~g that the zo~e
could serve as a~ area a~alogous to a wildlife co~servatio~
area or prp.serve.
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Llfe of the plpell~e. Sl~ce the 'area value calculatlo~s were
made o~ the basls of a sl~gle year, the 11fe of the plpell~e must
be co~sldered to get the total value over tlme of area precluslo~.
If ~ot removed, the plpell~e wlll remal~ as a~ obstructlo~ 1~-
defl~ltely, eve~ though the excluslo~ zo~e may ~o lo~ger exlst
(by regulatlon anyway). Thus, the maxlmum total cost would be
the summatlo~ of the maxlmum yearly costs, dlscou~ted to prese~t
value, over a tlme perlod from the prese~t to,l~fl~lty.
The.cost after year 20 could be bor~ by the OWTlers of the
plpell~e lf the plpell~e were removed at the e~d of the fleld
11fe. The cost of dol~g thls ls by ~o means accurately estlmable
from experle~ce sl~ce very few offshore areas are uear the e~d ~
of thelr ecouomlc 11fe Brld 1~ a posltlo~ where other uses of the
area would demand co~slderatlon of lts removal. Would removal
of the plpell~e at the e~d of the 11fe of the fleld be cost ef-
fectlve?
Assuml~g the cost of removal ls the same as the cost of
layl~g the plpell~e, the present value of removal cost 1~ the
fl~al year ls ti~g5)~g = $53,000 per mlle (1974 dollars). Thls
ls a o~e-tlme-o~ly-cost. Now, should the plpell~e ~ot be re-
moved, BrlY l~terfere~ce wlth flshlug would occur over ar! exte~-
ded perlod of tlme. Assuml~g the l~terfereuce takes place 1~ the
area of hlghest (VH above) flshl~g lnte~slty, that the per10d
of co~cer~ 1s from year 20 to luf1~1ty, a~d that the d1scouut
rate ls flve perce~t, the max1mum prese~t value of losses to the
flsh1~g l~dustry as a result of 1~def1~lte precluslo~ 1s ~20,OOO/~1:~
* $4650/m1 2/yr x t~g~ :7ml = S2900/m1/yr,
C>O '
<2 ~q~r. _ ~20 000
G(1.05)t -;; ,
7.0
hl
The as sump t i or, of a fi ve pe rc en t dLscount rate here biases
the calculatioil to the fishermeil's favor since losses in the l~te~
years take on a larger present value than with a higher dis-
c oun t rate. Henc e , the cor.c Lus Lon is that removal is probably no t
cost-effective for eV3n the most heavily fished areas, and so cal-
cUlat~ons of fishing costs (table 6, p. 42) aSEume that the
pipeline is not removed.
Table 6 indicates that those alternatives resulting in the
highest cost of $).3 million to the fishing industry are the tr.ree
systems with an unburied pipelin€1 in an exclusion zone, with a
high quality concrete coating, and with no special protection ef
any sort (the base case system).
The reason all three systems result in a maximum cost of
$3.3miilion is because all are based on the maximum width ex-
clusion zone. Whether ar.l exclusion zone is established or not,
.if the losses in terms of gear damage were greater thar.l the mar-
ginal gai~s of fishing closer thart 500 meters to a pipeline,
the fisherman would impose an exclusion zone upon himself to
avoid the excessive losses (see footnote, p. 17). Hence, the
maximum loss in all three cases is the loss from a 500 meter ex-
cLus Lon zone.
Those systems resulting in the least cost to the fishing
industry nre those previously found to involve the greatest
cost to t he oil industry, i.e., deeper burial, shaped armored
sections, ar.d an 0.rtsirlcered backfill. The most strikhlb COf,-
trast be t~eeh the costs here and those in table 2 is th3t, in cn-
h I' t· i t- 1 d th of cos t s to the fishi!. ;:--eral, -.;OC:1 cn c If-a .:.:;!", · U ~ e ar« ..e rartCC
i~dustry for ~ost alternativ~s 1s not nearly as grrat as the 0 \ 1
irtuus try co s b; for the snme a'L t orna t i vcs ,
Table 6 - Costs to the fishing industry & the rest of society
($ million, 1974)
alternative
Normal burial
Deeper burial (S' cover)
Burial plus backfill
Protection systems,
high quality concrete
shaped sections
engineered backfill
Reroutinga,
l) -minimum distance
2) avoid VH domestic
J) avoid f~ domestic
4) ravoid VB domestic
\avoid foreign
Exclusion zone
Combinations
1) bury VH domestic
2) [bury VB domestic
lexcl. zone for H,M,L
J) bury {~ domestic
4) {bury i~ domestic
lexcl. zone for M,L
maximum cost based
on precluded area
$1.6b
.... 0
1.4c
J.J
...0
.... 0
J.J
1.9
.6
1.8
J.J
2.Jd
2.J
1.8e
subjec ti ve assessment
of damage probability
to fishing operations
& the rest of societyf
M
L
M
L
L
L
VH
H
M
M
L
H
M-H
L
L
a maximu~ present vaJue of a particular route,
PV ="(~ (l~r) t) ( ~o(11'1)
where, r = .05 (a d1~count rate of 5% biases the results
to the favor of fishermen)
i = VE, P, M, L activity levels
Ai = area of i-type activity precluded -
1000
= 1609 x mileage1
~i = value coefficient for i-type activity areas
00
2: 1 = 18.7t:. (1.05)t
for route J1s
18.7 ((23 mi2)(~4650/mi2/yr) 1" (J4 mi2) ($1450/TI'.1 2/yr) +
(35 tli 2 )($520/mi 2/yr) + (11 mi 2 )(~100/mi2 /yr D= ~3.J m
for route ·¥2 :
18.7 [(60) (1450) + (JO) (520)"+ (22) (100)J = $2.0 m
for rou te /13 s
18.7 ((42) (520) + (68) (100)] = $ .5 m
for rou te //4,
18.7 [(48)(1450) + (53)(520) + (6)(100)J = $1.8 m
b: normal burial would allow a high risk exposur e until naturally
backfilled and thereafter only if uncovering occurs, which
places the cost between 0 and !3.J million; since uncovering
should be as likely as covering deeper, the cost here sho~ld
be something less than ~ of $J.3 million, or $1.6 ~illion as
a maXimum
c ' a backfill operatio~ done simultaneously with a trenchi~g oper-
atio~ wo~ld save, at most, the expected cost of the first
year's ris~cy exposure, or~ = ~ .2" million
d as in note a, the cost should be that of route jl minus the 2 X-
~ected cost from V!! Lnt.eris t tv areas plus soa e t ha ng }25S t l':D.n
~ of the same cost, or, as a maxlcum figure,
t J •J m - 1~ • 7 ( 2J ) ( I~650) + ~ (18 • 7 ) ( 2 J ) (I ~G50) = ~; 2 • J [J
o
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VI. ~UDmary Br.d Co~cluslo~s
In this study cOLslderatlo~ was give~ to several major
pipeline trar~sportation optio~s that could characterize a Georees
BaLk petr~le~ de~elop~eL~. The study assumes that the tra~s­
portat10n of CEorge~ BaY~ oil is by apipeli~e corridor to shore,
er~d the ar~3lysis Lecessarily involved numerous sumplificati0~s.
Ear4Y of the factors consIdered In a study of this nature
are extre~ely difficult if Lot impossible to quantify fully,
thus necessitating the introduction of several unavoidable sources
o~ ur~certainty. Non e t h el es s . the results are useful i~ at least
indicating the rar~ge of costs associated with the different major
oil trans;ortatioT~ options. The enormous r-ange of costs associated
~th the alterr~atives iLdi~a~es the danger of makIng hasty judge-
ments iL choosing among the alternatives.
Ir~ lig~t of the necessary uLcertaiuties introduced. some
. adjustJ:J.eT~ts iT! the flgu.xes may have to be made as more kr.01'l1edee
about the offshore area or the field development becomes kno~m.
On the basis of the analysis (see table 7. p.45)., the al-
terr~ative wi th the least addi tional total co's t and Lowe s t risk
involved is th2t of applying ar. exclusio~ zo~e arou~d a pipeli~e
which has beer, laid at miT.Imum Ln s teLLa t Lor, c o s t , The ad·ii tloT,al
cost involved in effectIng a~y of the other schemes consld~red
is probablY at least o~ the order of sever31 million dolla~~ ~~~C .
IT4 other \·:ords. the loss to c orr.rac rc LaL fl s h l r.g of the a r cn tRk('~l
up by a pipcllLc corridor 3s considerablY less than the cost Lo
nIter the In~tallBt1on schr~r to partially or fully rrduce the
·.
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Lnt er-ac tt cns and e xte rnc'l costs. ' This is especially true of the
exf s td r.g r eguLa t i or, to bury all Li ne s in water depths of Ip.ss
t han 200 feet to a depth of three feet (unless the oper~tor C8~
show that the area is p ror;e to self-burial) • 16 Here the d Lf'f'e r-er.c e
in cost is almost an order of magnitude. A major benefit of
burial, however, is the lowering of the risk of the high social
costs of a spill. To the extent that higher cost al~ernatives are
imposed or! oil compan; es, their c or r-espondLng hids for t rac ts i'~ill
be lowered, thus passing on the cost to the rest of society.
However, since not all possible schemes were examined and
since the base case installation was hypothetical, some,varia-
tion from arJ exclusion zone setup may result in a lower total cost.
The most likely possibilities where th~s may be true include:
1. higher quality concrete pipe coating ar!d no exclusion
zone, at least in areas of high fishing acitiv1ty
2. slight variations in routing to avoid areas of very
high domestic or foreign trawling
In addition, the more speCUlative variables, such as the risk
due to foreign fishing, possibly should have more importarJce
attached to it. Of course, damage to fishing gear ar!d other
external costs imposed on the fishing i~dustry are only one
component of social costs. The private and social costs of a
spill - particularly nearshore spills- could far outweigh
these losses ond may justify a prot~ction sche~e.
be ad~qunt~lY cOilipnrcd with the other altcrnutivcis co~sldcrcJ,
well-kuoWTl or accurately estimable by the techniqueG uGed in thi;
study. Only 'qua l i t a t i ve statements about some of the factors Con-
tributing to the total external cost can be made. For example,
based or! past e xp er'Lenc e the probabili.ty of having large sp I Ll,s
(over 1000 barrels) is higher with tanker usage, but the possibility
of having extremely large Gpills (over 240,000 barrels) is hieher
6\:i th pipelines. Thus, if the very large spills are the ' mai r,
concerr~pipelines may have a higher environmental cost - other-
wise the enviror~ental cost of tarlkers should be higher. The
lack of data on which to base necessary j~dgements of this nature
should exclude the tanker option from direct comparison with the
other alternatives in this study.
The distribution of the cost, in addition to the amo~lt of
total cost, is also importarlt. The best alternative in terms of
reducing society's total cost places the total additional cost
'on the fishing industry. A more equitable distribution of the
.
burden could be effected by the use of some sort of compensation
scheme. This could be used for a general fund for fishermen
incurring losses - similar to that administered by an inter-
industry group in the United Kingdom, or by the fishing industry
itself.
Ar! example to illustrate how the distribution of costs, as
well as the amoun t to total cost, could be c or.s fd er ed to ru r thez-
the least cost objective and benefit the private Ln t er-e s t grou p;:
i~volved would be helpful. If the pipeline is to be installed
by burial of the 11ne at a cost of ~21 million, as may prAsen tly
be required by ~xlstlng regulation, the ~il industry would
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tl~reticallY prefer to payout any amount less than $21 million,. ,
to get the job do~e. If the least total cost system is in fact
tr.e exclusion zone at a cost of $J.J million to the fishine
industry, the fishing industry would theoretically prefer receipt
of ar!y amount greater than !3.3 million plus the exclusion zone
i~stallation rather thar! some other system involving absolutely
no additional cost to them. Thus, if the exclusion zone system
were used and the oil industry were to give the fishing industry
an amoun t of mor.ey greater thar! $3.3 millioT! and less than $21
million, both industries would theoretically be better off thar!
ir the burial option were effected. Obviously, there are may
practical impediments to implementing a compensation scheme of
this sort.
Another possibility for the redistribution of costs to effect
the exclusion zone o~tion, ar!d one which should be highly re-
'co~ended"is to finar!ce the changeover to the use of oval trawl
doors instead of the rectangular doors now in common use by
Georges Bank fishermen. This should have two beneficial effects,
1. the efficiency of the trawling operation would be
somewhat improved since an oval door will spread the same net
to the same e x t ent wi th less toWiT.g power applied tihan a rec-
tar!gular doo~,ll and,
2. many of the impac ts wi th r-ec tangujaz- doors would be
t~le probable r esuLtlr!s d amag e s , ' i f any.
Imy r ecommer.da t i or, toward s ir!s ti tu t r or, of the f'Lr.d 1ngs of
this s t.ud y should be ir! the form of further s tudy to r cuuc e the
u~certai~ty i~ the data ar!d assumptio~s. the largest sources
of uncertal~ity are, the locatio~ of the petroleum development,
~he location of spawning areas, the future fishi~g usage of
Georges Bar!k, and the expected value of environmental damage
(its probability of occurrance ar!d potential impact if it did
occur).
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Appenc;llx
Table A-1
-
To t a l areas & coefficient calculations
fishing r an,ze of median no. ratios total no. blocksa
int ensity day s fished days fished used de linea ted on ltap ;'/ 2
VH 1611-5625 3618 46.4 38
H 651-1610 '11J1 14.5 80;}
M 157-650 h04 5.2 118
L 1-156 78 1.0 121
of "blocks" used by Olsen & Saila22 ,.." 100 mi 2a area
, area of VH in tensity usage.
100 mi 2/block x J8 blocks = J800 mi 2
area of R intensity usage.
100 x 80~ = 8050 mi 2
area of M intensity usage.
100 x 118 = 11,800 mi 2
area of L intensity usage.
100 x 121 = 12.100 mi 2
now solve l ~ 7 1 m:::: 0(V1-i(J 800) + o(H( 8050 ). + o<M(ll, 800) ... o(L(l ~.1 0 C )o(' m ex ~ : eXT: rr~ :: -rr:-:s :::: p = .0
<XL "reGulting values, :::: ~: ~'O O I. , 1"-/' '1'\'- ' / ' " "
ex.. :::: ~· 1 0 4 (\ /~ 1 2/y .!' !1:) t~ ,...
<Xq
..,
--
" "()OC' / ''' 1 t".! y "
',. .. ~ ~ I ••• -
cX.
vE .. ,!" () ') '1 0 I .. ; 1 2/ .. .-, . ; '- I ..· oJ •
t~cs~ va l u o s ~ :' f.'
t o 'J-' :l rl jus !' ,': 'by
n 50 ' rf'~ ·::: u c t1 0 '1
see ~:e 'Xt , p • .J ~1
